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The Woods Penguin
A husband and wife race to find a cure for the disease that has inspired a serial
killer to terrorize Manhattan in this classic medical thriller from the bestselling
author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger. They’re one of the
country’s most telegenic couples: beloved TV journalist Sara Lowell and New
York’s hottest basketball star, Michael Silverman. Their family and social
connections tie them to the highest echelons of the political, medical, and sports
worlds—threads that will tangle them up in one of the most controversial and
deadly issues of our time. In a clinic on Manhattan’s Upper West Side, a
doctor has dedicated his life to eradicating a divisive and devastating disease.
One by one, his patients are getting well. One by one, they’re being targeted by
a serial killer. And now Michael has been diagnosed with the disease. There’s
only one cure, but many ways to die...
Fool Me Once Bloomsbury Publishing USA
For Dr. David Beck, the loss was shattering. And every day for
the past eight years, he has relived the horror of what
happened. The gleaming lake. The pale moonlight. The piercing
screams. The night his wife was taken. The last night he saw
her alive. Everyone tells him it’s time to move on, to forget the
past once and for all. But for David Beck, there can be no
closure. A message has appeared on his computer, a phrase
only he and his dead wife know. Suddenly Beck is taunted with
the impossible–that somewhere, somehow, Elizabeth is alive.
Beck has been warned to tell no one. And he doesn’t. Instead,
he runs from the people he trusts the most, plunging headlong
into a search for the shadowy figure whose messages hold out
a desperate hope. But already Beck is being hunted down. He’s
headed straight into the heart of a dark and deadly secret–and
someone intends to stop him before he gets there.
Found Hachette UK
"The Stranger appears out of nowhere, perhaps
in a bar, or a parking lot, or at the grocery
store. His identity is unknown. His motives are
unclear. His information is undeniable. Then he
whispers a few words in your ear and
disappears, leaving you picking up the pieces
of your shattered world." --Amazon.com.
Not My Boy Hachette UK
From the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The
Stranger comes the #1 New York Times bestseller about the ties we
have to our past—and the lies that bind us together—as the ultimate
Internet scam unfolds... Surfing an online dating site, NYPD detective
Kat Donovan feels her whole world explode. Staring back at her is her
ex-fiancé, the man who shattered her heart—and whom she hasn’t
seen in eighteen years. But when Kat reaches out to the man in the
profile, an unspeakable conspiracy comes to light. As Kat begins to
investigate, her feelings are challenged about everyone she’s ever
loved—even her father, whose cruel murder so long ago has never

been fully explained. With lives on the line, including her own, Kat must
venture deeper into the darkness than she ever has before and
discover if she has the strength to survive what she finds there.
Darkest Fear Grand Central Publishing
A perfect family is shattered when their daughter goes missing in
this "brilliantly executed" New York Times bestselling thriller
from a "master storyteller" (Providence Sunday Journal). You've
lost your daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an abusive
boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't want to be
found. Then, by chance, you see her playing guitar in Central
Park. But she's not the girl you remember. This woman is living
on the edge, frightened, and clearly in trouble. You don't stop to
think. You approach her, beg her to come home. She runs. And
you do the only thing a parent can do: you follow her into a dark
and dangerous world you never knew existed. Before you know it,
both your family and your life are on the line. And in order to
protect your daughter from the evils of that world, you must face
them head on.
Missing You Sourcebooks, Inc.
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES! The bestselling author and
creator of the hit Netflix drama The Stranger takes readers into the heart of
family loyalty in this twisty page-turner that proves the darkest secrets are
often closest to home. Paul Copeland, a New Jersey county prosecutor, is still
grieving the loss of his sister from twenty years ago—the night she walked
into the woods, never to be seen again. But now, a homicide victim is found
with evidence linking him to the disappearance. The victim could be the boy
who vanished along with Paul's sister. And, as hope rises that his sister could
still be alive, dangerous secrets from his family's past threaten to tear apart
everything Paul has been trying to hold together....
Play Dead Dutton
INTRODUCING PENN CAGE... From the author of Cemetery
Road comes the first intelligent, gripping thriller in the #1 New
York Times bestselling Penn Cage series. Natchez, Mississippi.
Jewel of the South. City of old money and older sins. And
childhood home of Houston prosecutor Penn Cage. In the
aftermath of a personal tragedy, this is where Penn has returned
for solitude. This is where he hopes to find peace. What he
discovers instead is his own family trapped in a mystery buried for
thirty years but never forgotten—the town’s darkest secret, now
set to trap and destroy Penn as well.
Tell No One Grand Central Publishing
A man with a mysterious past must find a missing teenage girl in this
shocking thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Run Away. Thirty years ago, Wilde was found as a boy living feral in
the woods, with no memory of his past. Now an adult, he still doesn't
know where he comes from, and another child has gone missing. No
one seems to take Naomi Pine's disappearance seriously, not even her
father—with one exception. Hester Crimstein, a television criminal
attorney, knows through her grandson that Naomi was relentlessly
bullied at school. Hester asks Wilde—with whom she shares a tragic
connection—to use his unique skills to help find Naomi. Wilde can't
ignore an outcast in trouble, but in order to find Naomi he must
venture back into the community where he has never fit in, a place
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where the powerful are protected even when they harbor secrets that
could destroy the lives of millions . . . secrets that Wilde must uncover
before it's too late.
The Quiet Game Dutton
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES ‧ “Gone for Good
contains more plot twists than you can count, with a jarring
revelation in nearly every chapter. . . . [Harlan] Coben has crafted
a taut thriller with a slew of compelling characters. . . . As subtle
as a shotgun, and just as effective.”—San Francisco Chronicle As
a boy, Will Klein had a hero: his older brother, Ken. Then, on a
warm suburban night in the Kleins’ affluent New Jersey
neighborhood, a young woman—a girl Will had once loved—was
found brutally murdered in her family’s basement. The prime
suspect: Ken Klein. With the evidence against him overwhelming,
Ken simply vanished. And when his shattered family never heard
from Ken again, they were sure he was gone for good. Now
eleven years have passed. Will has found proof that Ken is alive.
And this is just the first in a series of stunning revelations as Will is
forced to confront startling truths about his brother—and himself.
As a violent mystery unwinds around him, Will knows he must
press his search all the way to the end. Because the most powerful
surprises are yet to come. “Coben stands on the accelerator and
never lets up. . . . The action is seamless, clear, and
riveting.”—People (Page-turner of the Week)
The Boy from the Woods Penguin
Edgar Award-winner Harlan Coben brings us his most
astonishing—and deeply personal—novel yet. And it all begins when
Myron Bolitar’s ex tells him he’s a father . . . of a dying thirteen-
year-old boy. Myron never saw it coming. A surprise visit from an ex-
girlfriend is unsettling enough. But Emily Downing’s news brings him
to his knees. Her son Jeremy is dying and needs a bone-marrow
transplant—from a donor who has vanished without a trace. Then
comes the real shocker: The boy is Myron’s son, conceived the night
before her wedding to another man. Staggered by the news, Myron
plunges into a search for the missing donor. But finding him means
cracking open a dark mystery that involves a broken family, a brutal
kidnapping spree, and the FBI. Somewhere in the sordid mess is the
donor who disappeared. And as doubts emerge about Jeremy’s true
paternity, a child vanishes, igniting a chain reaction of heartbreaking
truth and chilling revelation. Praise for Darkest Fear “A slam dunk . .
. You race to turn the pages . . . both suspenseful and often surprisingly
funny.”—People “Terrific.”—Boston Globe “A
winner.”—Orlando Sentinel “Fast-paced . . . layered with both
tenderness and fun . . . Coben [is] a gifted storyteller.”—Denver Post
The Stranger St. Martin's Griffin
EDGAR AWARD WINNER ‧ “What sets Harlan Coben above the
crowd are wit and . . . an entertaining plot.”—Los Angeles Times Book
Review In novels that crackle with wit and suspense, Harlan Coben has
created one of the most fascinating heroes in suspense fiction: the
wisecracking, tenderhearted sports agent Myron Bolitar. In this gripping
third novel in the acclaimed series, Myron must confront a past that is dead
and buried—and more dangerous than ever before. The home is top-notch
New Jersey suburban. The living room is Martha Stewart. The basement is
Legos—and blood. The signs of a violent struggle. For Myron Bolitar, the
disappearance of a man he once competed against is bringing back
memories—of the sport he and Greg Downing had both played and the
woman they both loved. Now, among the stars, the wannabes, the gamblers,
and the groupies, Myron is embarking upon the strange ride of a sports hero
gone wrong that just may lead to certain death. Namely, his own.
Fade Away Dell
The bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The
Stranger reveals the deadly consequences that can be born of the
best intentions. As the school year winds down, Myron Bolitar is
determined to help keep his friends’ children safe from the
dangers of drinking and driving. So he makes two neighborhood
girls promise him that if they are ever in a bind but are afraid to

call their parents, they must call him. Several nights later, the call
comes at two a.m. The next day, a girl is missing and Myron is the
last person who saw her. Racing to find her before she’s gone
forever, Myron must outrun his own troubled past and decide
once and for all who he is and what he will stand up for...
The Final Detail Penguin
Sometimes the ugliest truth is better than the prettiest of lies... From the
SUNDAY TIMES bestselling author of SIX YEARS. A beautiful woman
walking into Myron Bolitar's office asking for help should have been a dream
come true. Only this woman, Suzze T, is in tears - and eight months
pregnant... Suzze's rock star husband has disappeared, and she fears the
rumours questioning her baby's paternity have driven him away. For Myron,
questions of fatherhood couldn't hit closer to home. His own father is
clinging precariously to life, and the brother who abandoned the family years
ago has resurfaced - with danger following close behind. Myron is soon
forced to confront deep secrets in Suzze's past, his family's mortality - and his
own...
The Magical Fantastical Fridge Penguin
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year A Publishers Weekly Best
Fiction Book of 2020 Most Anticipated Books of 2020 -- Vogue, Medium,
LitHub Honoree for the 2021 Society of Midland Authors Prize Finalist for
the 2021 Ohioana Book Award in fiction A Massachusetts Book Awards
“Must Read Book” From the bestselling author of The Wives of Los
Alamos comes the riveting story of a stranger's arrival in the fledgling colony
of Plymouth, Massachusetts--and a crime that shakes the divided community
to its core. Ten years after the Mayflower pilgrims arrived on rocky,
unfamiliar soil, Plymouth is not the land its residents had imagined.
Seemingly established on a dream of religious freedom, in reality the town is
led by fervent puritans who prohibit the residents from living, trading, and
worshipping as they choose. By the time an unfamiliar ship, bearing new
colonists, appears on the horizon one summer morning, Anglican outsiders
have had enough. With gripping, immersive details and exquisite prose,
TaraShea Nesbit reframes the story of the pilgrims in the previously unheard
voices of two women of very different status and means. She evokes a vivid,
ominous Plymouth, populated by famous and unknown characters alike,
each with conflicting desires and questionable behavior. Suspenseful and
beautifully wrought, Beheld is about a murder and a trial, and the
motivations--personal and political--that cause people to act in unsavory
ways. It is also an intimate portrait of love, motherhood, and friendship that
asks: Whose stories get told over time, who gets believed--and subsequently,
who gets punished?
Don't Let Go Island Books
She's smart, beautiful, and she doesn't need a man to look after her. But
sports agent Myron Bolitar has come into her life—big time. Now Myron's
next move may be his last. . . Brenda Slaughter is no damsel in distress.
Myron Bolitar is no bodyguard. But Myron has agreed to protect the bright,
strong, beautiful basketball star. And he's about to find out if he's man
enough to unravel the tragic riddle of her life. Twenty years before, Brenda's
mother deserted her. And just as Brenda is making it to the top of the
women's pro basketball world, her father disappears too. A big-time New
York sports agent with a foundering love life, Myron has a professional
interest in Brenda. Then a personal one. But between them isn't just the
difference in their backgrounds or the color of their skin. Between them is a
chasm of corruption and lies, a vicious young mafioso on the make, and one
secret that some people are dying to keep—and others are killing to
protect.... Praise for One False Move “Fast-moving, funny—an altogether
good read!”—Los Angeles Times “Consistently entertaining . . . Coben
moves himself into the front ranks of mystery fiction alongside heavy hitters
like Robert B. Parker, Sue Grafton and Robert Crais.”—Houston
Chronicle “Must read . . . combines Chandler's wry wit with Ross
Macdonald's moral complexity.”—Philadelphia Enquirer “A superb
book!”—Christian Science Monitor
Gone for Good Penguin
Defending a patient who has been implicated in the murder of a
Washington psychiatrist, Mackensie Smith uncovers a link
between the victim and a rogue government mind control project
that has prompted the assassination of a presidential forerunner.
Back Spin National Geographic Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ‧ The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of World War Z is back with “the Bigfoot thriller you
didn’t know you needed in your life, and one of the greatest horror novels
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I’ve ever read” (Blake Crouch, author of Dark Matter and Recursion).
FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD As the ash and chaos from Mount
Rainier’s eruption swirled and finally settled, the story of the Greenloop
massacre has passed unnoticed, unexamined . . . until now. The journals of
resident Kate Holland, recovered from the town’s bloody wreckage, capture
a tale too harrowing—and too earth-shattering in its implications—to be
forgotten. In these pages, Max Brooks brings Kate’s extraordinary account
to light for the first time, faithfully reproducing her words alongside his own
extensive investigations into the massacre and the legendary beasts behind it.
Kate’s is a tale of unexpected strength and resilience, of humanity’s
defiance in the face of a terrible predator’s gaze, and, inevitably, of savagery
and death. Yet it is also far more than that. Because if what Kate Holland saw
in those days is real, then we must accept the impossible. We must accept that
the creature known as Bigfoot walks among us—and that it is a beast of
terrible strength and ferocity. Part survival narrative, part bloody horror tale,
part scientific journey into the boundaries between truth and fiction, this is a
Bigfoot story as only Max Brooks could chronicle it—and like none you’ve
ever read before. Praise for Devolution “Delightful . . . [A] tale of
supernatural mayhem that fans of King and Crichton alike will
enjoy.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “The story is told in such a
compelling manner that horror fans will want to believe and, perhaps, take
the warning to heart.”—Booklist (starred review)
Six Years Grand Central Publishing
In this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller from Harlan Coben, a
dead man's secrets fall into the hands of a vigilante antihero—drawing
him down a dangerous road. Over twenty years ago, the heiress
Patricia Lockwood was abducted during a robbery of her family's
estate, then locked inside an isolated cabin for months. Patricia
escaped, but so did her captors — and the items stolen from her family
were never recovered. Until now. On the Upper West Side, a recluse is
found murdered in his penthouse apartment, alongside two objects of
note: a stolen Vermeer painting and a leather suitcase bearing the
initials WHL3. For the first time in years, the authorities have a lead —
not only on Patricia's kidnapping, but also on another FBI cold case —
with the suitcase and painting both pointing them toward one man.
Windsor Horne Lockwood III — or Win, as his few friends call him —
doesn't know how his suitcase and his family's stolen painting ended up
with a dead man. But his interest is piqued, especially when the FBI
tells him that the man who kidnapped his cousin was also behind an act
of domestic terrorism — and that the conspirators may still be at large.
The two cases have baffled the FBI for decades, but Win has three
things the FBI doesn't: a personal connection to the case; an ungodly
fortune; and his own unique brand of justice.
Penguin
A widowed veteran gets the shock of her life in this impossible-to-put-down
thriller from the bestselling author and creator of the hit Netflix drama The
Stranger. In the course of eight consecutive #1 New York Times bestsellers,
millions of readers have discovered Harlan Coben’s page-turning thrillers,
filled with his trademark edge-of-your-seat suspense and gut-wrenching
emotion. In Fool Me Once, Coben once again outdoes himself.... Former
special ops pilot Maya, home from the war, sees an unthinkable image
captured by her nanny cam while she is at work: her two-year-old daughter
playing with Maya’s husband, Joe—who was brutally murdered two weeks
earlier. The provocative question at the heart of the mystery: Can you
believe everything you see with your own eyes, even when you desperately
want to? To find the answer, Maya must finally come to terms with deep
secrets and deceit in her own past before she can face the unbelievable truth
about her husband—and herself.
The Attic on Queen Street Arrow
In the second Myron Bolitar novel from Edgar Award–winner Harlan
Coben, a young woman’s tragic death spirals into a shattering drama
of menace, secrets, and rage. Suddenly Myron is in over his head—and
playing the most dangerous game of all. “Engaging . . .
hilarious.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review Once, Valerie
Simpson’s tennis career skyrocketed; now, the headlines belong to a
player from the wrong side of the tracks. But when Valerie is shot dead
in cold blood and dropped outside the stadium at the U.S. Open,
sports agent Myron Bolitar investigates the killing and uncovers a
connection between the two players and a six-year-old murder at an
exclusive mainline club. As Myron is drawn into the case—along with a

dirty U.S. senator, a jealous mother, and the mob—he finds himself
caught between a killer and the truth. “Harlan Coben is the modern
master of the hook-and-twist.”—Dan Brown
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